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ABSTRACT
We have carded out a search to identify stars that might be occulted by Pluto or Charon during the
period 1990-1995 and part of 1996. This search was made with an unfiltered CCD camera operated in
the strip scanning mode, and it reaches an R magnitude of approximately 17.5---about 1,5 mag fainter
than previous searches. Circumstances for each of the 162 potential occultatlons are given, including an
approximate R magnitude of the star, which allows estimation or the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for
observation of each occultation, The faintest stars in our list would yield an SIN of about 20 for a I s
integration when observed with a CCD detector on an 8 m telescope under a dark sky. Our astrometric
precision ( -I- 0.2 arcsec, with larger systematic errors possible for individual cases) is insu_oient to
serve as a final prediction for these potential occultations, but is sufficient to identify stars deserving of
further, more accurate, astrometrlc observations, Statistically, we expect about 32 of these events to be
observable somewhere on Earth. The ,_umber of events actually observed will be substantially smaller
because of clouds and the sparse distribution or large telescopes. Finder charts for each of the 91 stars
involved are presented,
LI I. INTKODUCTION
There has been an enormous increase in observational
data on, and theoretical interest in, the Pluto-Charon sys-
tem in recent years (see, for example, 8inzel 1989 and other
articles in the same issue), This is partly due to the recent
series of mutual eclipses and occultations in the system ( see,
for example, Binzel el at. 1985; Tholen & Buie 1989), and
partly m the observation of the 1988 stellar occultation o( P8
by Pluto (e.g., Elliot e/el, 1989). Stellar occuhations pro.
vide by far the highest spatial resolution observations of the
system and the only means ofdH:ectly probing Pluto's atmo-
sphere. Outstanding questions that can be answered by
further occultation observations are: f i) how does the struc-
ture of Pluto's atmosphere change with season, and (it) does
a haze layer exist in Pluto's lower atmosphere? Also, further
stellar occultation data can contribute to the analysis of the
mutual event data by providing the radii of the visible disks
of Pluto and Charon, and constraints on the semimajor axis
of the system (if an occultation of the same star by both
Pluto and Charon can be observed). The issue of whether
Charon has an atmosphere remains an open question, Elliot
& Young ( 1991 ) recently reanalyzed the data from the 1980
stellar occultation by Charon (Walker 1980) and found tan-
talizing, but inconclusive, evidence that Charon has a very
tenuous atmosphere, Since the Pluto-Charon system has re-
cently passed perihelion, Pluto's atmosphere will be reacting
to the reduction in sunlight, and it"Charon has a detectable
atmosphere, it will be most noticeable during the next dec.
ads or two.
A recent paper by Mink el el. ( I_9 I, hereafter referred to
as MKB) has presented the results era photographic search
for Pluto and Charon occultation candidates that reached a
V magnitude of approximately 16. However, even the fain-
test stars in their list would result in observations with an
S/N ratio of 30 if observed with a 4 m telescope and a sensi-
tive detector, so many useful occultation candidates fainter
than their magnitude limit were missed. Therefore, we have
carried out a program to identify fainter stars which might
be occulted by either Pluto or Charon over the period from
1990 to 1995.
The method used here is CCD strip seanmng_similar to
that described by Gehreis et el. (1986) and Benedict et el.
( 1991 ). The columns of the CCD are oriented along the E-
W direction in the telescope's focal plane, the telescope is left
stationary, a,_d the rows of the CCD are clocked out at the
same rate that the star images drift across the CCD. The
resulting images, or strips, are as wide as the CCD in declina-
tion (Dec.), but are as long as desired in right ascension
(R,A,), Stellar images on the strips are then identified and
an astrometric solution is carried out to allow assignment or
celestial coordinates to each identified star. The ephemertdes
of Pluto and Charon are then compared with the lists of
stars, and all stars within some threshold distance of the
ephemeris are identified. Thus, our procedure is essentially
the same as classical photographic astrometry with the ex.
ception that the images are obtained with a CCD. Neverthe.
less, there are enough differences that we shall discuss our
observed astrometrlc precision and accuracy in considerable
detail.
An additional benefit or making the observations with a
CCD is that the CCD magnitud_ are more reliable than
photographic magnitudes, as proved to be the case for P8
(Bosh e: el. 1986), We did not aUempt to make accurate
photometric calibrations when making the observations, but
during the analysis of our data we found that it was possible
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dards those stars for which photoelectric magnitudes were
presented in MKB,
Itshouldbeemphasized thattheaccuracyofthepositions
givenhereisonly sufficienttoserveasa means offiltering
outeventsthathave a chanceofbeingvisiblesomewhere on
theEarth,nottoserveasinputforproducingbelievableoc.
cultationground tracks.
2. INSTRUMENTATION AND OBSERVATIONS
The observationswere made with CCD I of the
SNAPSHOT CCD camera (Dunham etal.1985)operated
ina scanningmode, asdescribedabove.A significantrecent
change made inthecamera was thereplacementofthe 12-bit
A/D converterand programmable gain amplifierwith the
16-bit A/D convener circuitdescribedby Luppino (1989).
The system's dynamic range was limited to about 14 bits by
theCCD itselfratherthan theA/D converter.Testsofpho-
tometriclinearityshowed a 2% errorat I0000 ADU's in-
creasingrapidlywith signalleveland ultimatelysaturating
atabout 22 000 ADU's.
The CCD temperaturewas regulatedtoensurethatsub.
tractionofdark currentand fieldflatteningwould be effec-
tive.While we were setting up the flattening procedure be-
fore beginning the observing run, we discovered that the
chargetransferefficiency(CTE) ofCCD Iwas verypoor at
the very low si$nallevelsfound indark frames.The poor
CTE washed out thestructureinthedarkframe thatneeded
tobe removed, mainly electricalbiasstructureand a stripe
down thecenterofthestripdue toa singlehot pixelnearthe
center of the chip. We worked around this problem by taking
dark stripswith theshutteropen and the dome closedwith
thelightsoff.Thisintroduceda smaJlbackground leveland
restoredthe normal C'rE. Flatfieldstripswere takenwith
thetelescopepointedata whitesurfaceinthedome illumi-
nated diffusely by a quartz halogen lamp, after reflecting
from two flat white surfaces. The flat strips have no structure
as a function of row number because each image is an aver-
age exposure over all the rows, but the illumination falls off
somewhat toward the edges inthe column direction.The
nonuniformityofthe flatfieldhas no effecton findingstars
oron determiningtheirpositionbecausetheseoperationsare
done relativetothelocalbackground level,butitdoesaffect
the photometry at the 0.1 mag level.
The camera was mounted at the Cassegrain focus of the
0,61m telescopeatMIT's WallaceAstrophysicalObserva-
tory,inWestford,Massachusetts.The stellar imagesinitial-
lyhad aFWHM of.5-6arcSec,butwe wereabletoreducethe
FWHM to about 4,5 arcsec under most circumstances by
installinglargefanstodraw airinthrough thedome's slot
and alsointhroughthetelescopetube.Thishad theeffectof
suppressing the irregular turbulenceproducedby convective
cooling of the telescope and interior structures in the dome,
We installed reducing optics in the camera to produce an
image scale of 2.28 ar_ec/pixel. This was close to the best
compromise between fully sampling a seeing disk and get-
ting the widest strip possible. These highly successful reduc-
ing optics were made using stock catalog lenses with opti-
mized spacings determined for us by Greg Aldering, and are
describedindetailby Williams (1988).A similarsystemis
describedby Aldering (1990).This image scaleresultedin
stripsabout 15 arcmin wide indeclinationand an effective
exposuretimeofapproximately90 s.
We chosetolayout thestripswith nearly50% overlapso
sures provided a check on the reality of an image and a
means for making an external estimate of the astrometric
and photometric precision. In addition, the large strip over.
lap made it possible to carry out the photometric "bootstrap-
ping" process described below. Some of the strips were reob.
served because of high background levels or other adverse
circumstances. The log of the observations appears in Table
!, We obtained enough strips to completely cover the path of
Pluto's ephemeris from 1990 to 1995, and for most of 1996.
Only the earliest and latest parts of 1996 (including the event
P29; see Fig. 1 ) were not corneA.
We chose to make the observations with no filter in order
to maximize the depth of the search at the expense of incur-
ring additional uncertainties dtte to refraction. We made our
observations at altitudes above 30" as a compromise between
minimizing refraction effects tnd maximizing the available
observing time, The magnitude of refractive position errors
as a function of star color is evaluated in Sac, 4. We were also
concerned about the combined effects of differential refrac.
rico in declination and distortion introduced by the reducing
optics. These were checked for by carrying out both quadrat-
ic and linear plate solutions.
We could not use the SAC oPAGK3 catalog stars as astro.
metric standards because they are all too bright. Instead, we
used the list of stars searched by MKB. The stars in this list
are clustered around Pluto's ephemeris, and so are not dis-
tributed at all uniformly across the strips, as may be seen
from Fig. 1. This distribution ofastrometri¢ standards is not
ideal, but systematic position errors did not arise because the
occultation candidatesare surrounded by standards (see
Sac. 4).
3. ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
3. ! Astr_netry
We created a software "pipeline" to analyze the 7 Mbytes
of data produced by each strip Scan. The goal of the pipeline
was to minimize the manual intervention required in the
analysis to reduce the calendar time and manpower required
for the analysis. We used release 2.8 of the IRAF package
(Tody 1986) including the beta test version of DAOFHOT
(Stetson 1987) as the core components of the pipeline. The
steps in the. pipeline carried out for each strip are described
briefly below.
(1) Break each strip into three sections, each of a size
manageable by IRAF on our computers.
(2) Flatten each section with IRAF, using the dark strips
and flat.field strips.On each night,we took a series of low-
light dark strips, some 200-300 ADU's above the true mean
dark level. We also took some true zero-light dark strips.
IRAF determined the mean levels of the zero-light dark im-
ages and the mean levels of the low.light dark images, and
subtracted the difference from the low-light dark image to
create an artificial dark image with the correct mean value.
This dark image would have some flatfield characteristics,
but at the level ofthe low-light dark, dark features dominate.
From there we proceeded to flatten the image_ in fairly
straightforward fashion, u, ing the image, the flat, and the
dark produced in the above procedure. In the equations be-
low, the subscript i refers to the lth row and j to the jth
column. Dj_refers to the artificial dark strip, L,j the low-light
dark strip, Z the average zero4ight dark strip,R,j the raw
strip, I o the calibrated strip, and Fj the flat strip.
,it
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Dj =Is- (L-Z), (I)
+Z (2)
This produced a flattened image with the same ADU scale
andoffsetas theoriginalimage.
(3) Run the DAOPHOT procedures FIND, PHOT, PSF,
GROU_,and_uraa oneachsection.We ignoredpixelswith
signalsabove I0000 ADU's for purposesof pointspread
function fitting i_ order to avoid the nonlinear response of
the CCD at high signal levels,Thus, starswith peak pixels
higher than this threshold (about 12th mag) were still de-
tected and fitted,but the pixels in a corearea which were
above thethresholdwere notincludedinthefit.Ifthestaris
particularlybright(about9thmag)0theimagebleedsdown
the CCD columns, which damages both astrom_tryand
photometry, but in general the wings of a bright.star image
givereasonablyaccuratemeasurements forastrometryand
photometry.The finalproductisa listofallstarsdetected
automaticallyon each section,with positionand photom-
etry.
(4) Combine the resultsofeach secticntomake a single
listofstarpositionsand magnitudesforeach strip.
(5) Examine thestripwithximage,an X-window image
displayutility,toidentifyone ormore starswitheitherstars
on an overlappingstripor withstarsinthe MKB list•
(6) Match stars from the strip to the standard star list•
(7) Examine the list of matches; discard any that were
fitted poorly by DAOPHOT.Stars showing poor fits were
usually either very bright or close to the edge of the strip•
(8) Register the stars from tim strip against the standard
stars, producing the equivalent of a plate solution for the
strip. We decided to use a linear rather than quadratic plate
solutionbecausethelinearsolutionproduced star positions
thatmatchedbetterbetween neil;hboring_trips.One possi-
bleexplanationforthisisthefab"thatthestandardstarset
we were using did not cover the entire field of each strip, but
crossed it in bands. Either soludon should be good in the
neighborhood of the ephemeris, where the standard stars
were distributed,butoutsideofthatneighborhoodthe solu-
tionsare less reliable. The quadratic solution in particular
could allow the solution away from the region of the stan•
dard stars to vary quite a bit, mad neighboring strips thus
could have a greater discrepancy in star positionswith the
quadratic solution. Another factor is that the standard stars
we used were measured by MKB from several different pho-
tographicplates. The plate solutions derived for these plates
did not mesh perfectly at the intersections between plates,
and thus our standard stars may have had a systemati_ error
dependent on where they appeared on MKB's original
plates. A final consideration in our decision to use a linear
plate solution is that a strip scan should inherently have a
linear solution along the axis of right ascension. The plate
solution along that axis is entirely determined by the clock.
ingrateofthestripscan.
(9) Use the plate solution determined above to convert all
the star positions from the strip Into R.A. and Dec.
(10) Step through the ephemerides of Pluto and Charon
to find all stars on the strip which are within a specified
distan_ from each ephemeris. The ephemeride=w_re pro-
vided to us at I day intervals by Doug Mink, and were de-
@
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rived from the JPL DE-130 ephemeris (Standish 1987) as-
suming a Charon/Pluto mass ratio of 0,152,
Steps(I)-(4) were carriedout witha shellscript,which
automatically ran the splitting and recombining procedures
and called up an IRAF CL language script to perform the
flattening and DAOPHOTroutines, The CL script included an
algorithm for selecting sufficiently well-profiled stars for de.
retraining the point spread function. Thus the entire process
of locating stars on the CCD images was carried out auto-
matically. The remainder of the steps were done separately
so that we could evaluate the results at each stage.
As the strip analyses were completed, the candidate star
list was updated, and matching events found on overlapping
strips were identified. A new list of all the candidate_ was
made, with mean positions for stars identified on two or
more strips, Finally, this list was compared to the ephemeris
again to find the occultation circumstances based on the
mean star positions.
3. 2 Photometry
Photometric calibration was performed separately. Alter
all the strips were analyzed astrometrically, all stars which
appeared on the overlapping region of two strips were identi-
fied. For each star found on the two strips, the instrumental
magnitude as determined on the two strips was compared,
The magnitude difference as found on the two strips was
weighted by the signal, and this was summed over all the
overlapping stars and divided by the sum of the weights. This
produced an overall magnitude difference between the two
given strips, The magnitude difference is caused by differing
levels of extinction during the two strips. DaOPHOT typically
[._ found 2000-3000 stars on each strip, so generally over 1000
star_ were compared between each pair of overlapping strips,
Given the difference between the instrumental magni-
tudes of each pair of overlapping strips and a photometric
standard star on one of the strips, it is a simple matter to
determine photometric magnitudes on that one strip and
bootstrap to neighboring strips, continuing until all strips
are reduced, MKB provided UBVRland g' magnitudes for
several of the Pluto oeeuhation candidates, and we used five
of these candidates to photometrically reduce our strips.
These five candidates were: P 12, appearing on strips 2 and 3',
Pl7onstrips 18, IgA, lgB, 19,and 19A; P20on strips 33 and
34; P27 on strips 42 and 43; and P24 on strips 48, 48A, 49,
and 49A. Our unfilteredCCD detectorhas alreadybeen de-
terminedtohavea responsesimilartoan R filter,sowe used
MKB's R magnitudes and considerour magnitudes to be
closetoKron-Cousins R magnitudes.We dividedour strips
into five sets---each set was reduced by the above method
u_ing the photometric standard which appeared in the raids!
of that set. The dividing lines between the sets were largely
determined by the existence of several strips which did not
seem to work well with the bootstrapping method, probably
due to varying extinction across a strip. In general the boot.
strapping method seemed to work well, giving good agree-
ment between strips, but there are exceptions introducing
errors of several tenths of a magnitude on strips boot-
strapped beyond them. Therefore our magnitudes for candi.
dates should be treated as approximate.
,,1 A comparison ofour magnitudes to the photographic (//3
magnitudes of MKB is shown in Fig. 2, A clear trend can be
seen in the figure, with the photographic magnitudes being
about 0.5 mag fainter for the bright stars, and a similar
amount brighter for the faint stars. The difference for the
brighter stars is simply due to the different spectral re-
sponses; the average V- R color oflhe seven stars measured
by Buie and presented in MKB is + 0.44. The trend for the
fainter stars confirms MKB's suspicions that their magni.
tudes might be too bright for the fainter stars,
4,AgTROMETRY
4.1 Precision
We assessed the precision of our altrometry by examining
the difference between the position of each star image and
the mean position of that star as derived from all the images
of that star. In most cases, there were two measured posi-
tions of a star from the two overlapping strips in which the
star fell. Some strips were taken more than once so most stars
on these strips have more than two observations. The results
from our most heavily observed overlap region (the strip 18
and 19 overlap region, an otherwise typical case) are illus-
trative and are shown in Fig, 3. In this sample, each star was
observed five times, The standard deviation of the distribu-
tion of position residuals about the mean is 0.11 arcsee in
R.A. and 0.18 arcsec in Dec. Of course, the standard devi-
ation increases with increasing stellar magnitude,
For faint stars, the expected precision is limited by the
photon noise from the sky background. Following the analy-
sis ofStier f 1986), we find the uncertainty in either R.A. or
Dec, in pixels to be given by
o, _crW_'14St,, , (3)
where a is the rms uncertainty per pixd in the sky level, Wis
the FWHM of the point spread function in pixels, and A',., is
the total signal from the star. For our observed values of u,
14/,and S_ot, we expect a precision ba._d on shot noise in the
background ofcr, -- 0.01 pixels (0.03 arcsec) foran R _ 17
mug star. Clearly, other noise sourc¢._ in our data are more
important than this.
The comparison between some strips was much worse
than the typical comparison, indicating particularly poor as-
trometry_ these are noted in Table I. A few strips actually
seem tO have two overlapping wedge patterns, possibly indi.
eating that the telescope shifted during the observation.
Further investigation revealed the presence of a pervasive
low-frequency motion of the sky coordinate system relative
to the CCD, Figure 4 shows the deviation of the five Individ-
ual positions of each star in the strip 18 and 19 overlap region
from the mean of the five positions preach star as a function
of the R,A. of the star (or alternatively, the sidereal
time). The residuals for each strip have been offset to make
the Iow-frcqt, ency variations easier to see. Clearly, most of
the variation is in Dec., with a peak-to-peak amplitude of
about 0.3 arcsec. This instability could be caused by ( 1 ) a 3
/_rad tilt of the telescope's secondary mirror due to wind
loading, (2) a 0.3 aresec pointing variation in the telescope
due to wind loading, or (3) a 0,5% chlnge in the density of
the air along the line ofsight, causing aohange in the refrac-
tion angle. Since these strips were all taken at an hour angle
of 17" or less, a change in refraction angle in the vertical
direction would cause less than I/4 as much R.A. offset as
Dec. offset, so any R.A. variation would be unobservable in
this dataset.
Observers at the U.S. Naval Observatory have noticed
similar effects in their CCD strip.scanning data using a 20
cm telescope (R. Stone, private communicatlon). Their po-
sition instability is almost certain to ba atmospheric in na-
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lure because its amplitude increases with zenith distance and
is correlated with the seeing conditions. The amplitud= of
their position instability is typically half that seen in Fig, 4,
as might be expected given the better seeing at the Flagstaff
_it¢, However, they also find that the K,A. and Dec. ampii.
tudcs are comparable, in contrast to our results.
The apparent precision we have achieved (as described in
the previous paragraphs) is nearly good enough to deter-
mine whether a given event will be visible on the Earth
However, we feel that systematic effects, to be discussed
next, are larger.
4.2 Accuracy
Wc first assess the astrometric accuracy o1"the data by
comparing the positions of blended Pluto/Charon images,
as reduced by our procedures, with the Pluto and Charon
ephemerides, Such images appear on two overlapping strips
taken 54 rain apart that happened to cover Pluto's position at
that time. By chance, Charon was near conjunction at that
tlme and the separation between Pluto ;,rid Charon perpen-
dicular to the ephemeris was 0.14 arcscc, The center of light
of each image was therefore very close to the system's center
of mass. Between the observations on the two strips, Pluto
had moved about 2,5 arcse¢. On both strips, our analysis
routinely idcntilicd Pluto as a star and tagged it as a potential
occultation candidate. On strip 5, the closest approach of'
Pluto's ephemeris to the Pluto/Charon image was 0.26 arc-
see, and the closest approach of Charon's ephemeris was
O, ]0 arcsec. The closest approach of'Pluto's ephemeris to the
Pluto/Charon image on strip 6 was0.36 arcsec, and the clos-
est approach of Charon's ephemeris was 0,22 arcse¢. In addi-
tion, the time or closest approach was about 10 rain earlier
than the time the image was exposed. The,so errors are con-
sistent with the current ..0.5 ar¢._c estimated error in the
DE-i 30 ephemeris of Pluto (M. Standish, private communi-
cation).
The only other check we have for systematic errors is to
compare our positions for the stars in MKB's list with their
positions for these stars.This is not as complete a check as
one would like, since these stars arc the same ones used in the
plate solution, Nevertheless, it offers some insight into the
magnitude of some of the possible systematic errors, notably
refraction. Figure 5 shows the re_ulr.s of` this comparison,
The rms difference between our r=pective positions is 0.19
arcsec in R.A. and 0,21 arcsec in Dec. Again, the brighter
stars show lower diffcronccs, but the rms difference seems to
approach a larger asymptotic value indicative of systematic
effects,
We have computed the expected magnitude of the error
introduced by the wavelength dependence of refraction as a
functiOn of stellar spectral type. At an altitude of 30", our
worst case, the position differencebetween an AS and MS
st_r is t.0 arcsec, and between F_ and M_ it is0.6 arc,see. At a
45" altitude, our best case, the FS-M5 difference isreduced to
0.3 arcse_. Thus, we expect a typica| color.dependent posi-
tion error of the order of 0.3 arcscc. Another systematic ef-
fect of importance that does not appear in Fig, 5 is the sys-
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tcmatic offset between the coordinate system of the reference
stars and Pluto's ephemeris. Based on previous expericncc,
this could also be on the order of 0,3 arcse¢, the projected
radius of the Earth at Pluto's distence.
$. RF.SULTS AND DISCUSSION
When comparing the ephemcrides of Pluto and Charon
with our measured star positions, we included all stars with-
in 1.5 _csec of the ephemeris as occultation candidates. This
rather large impact parameter was chosen so as to include
nearly all thc stars that will b¢ involved in an occultation that
will be observable somewhere on the Earth at the expense of
including a number of"false alarms." This value was chosen
by considering the following uncertainties: ( 1) 2a prcclsion
of 0.4 arcsec, (2) possible disagreement between the cphe-
merides and star coordinate reference system of 0.3 arcsec,
(3) typical color-dependent refraction uncertainty of 0.3
Astrometric Precision
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FIG, 3. AstrOmctrlc precision. The deviallon ol'eaCh or the live measured
positions of ¢sch dctcctc'_ star in the overlap rzgion o('stnps IS and 19
ft0m the mean po, ltion of thai star B showlb Tha tkree pat1= 0fthis f_ure
show (a) Aa vs open CCD masahod¢, (b) A& vs epcn CCD ma_nhud¢,
and (c) Aa vs A/_. The ¢lrcle in (c) represents tl_ apparont sl-¢ of the
Earth at 30 AU. The po=ition,t of the fainter alan are l_s prl¢t,_, M
¢_prcled. Thll¢ figures do not show Ih¢ ¢fl'ec|s otany systematic ¢n'oni
other than |ml_¢ motion (see Pl_. 4), which is I.b¢ major cau_ of tl_
larger Dec. dispersion.
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arcsec, and (4) uncertainty in the location of the center or
mass of the Pluto-Charon system of 0.08 &csec. In addition
to these errors, other factors that increase the impact param-
eter that must b¢ considered arc: one E4zrth radius of 0,3
arcsec and one Pluto radius o1'0.08 arcse¢. Some of these
factors would add linearly, and some quadratically. In the
worst case, they all could add linearly.for a total of nearly 1.5
llrcse¢.
Information concerning the candidate stars and the cir-
cumstances of the potential occultations is given in Table 2
for Pluto events and Tablc 3 for Charon events. The first
column in these tables contains a candidate identification
number that agrees with the numbers of MKB for those
events we have in common, and has "interpolated" decimal
values for events falling chronologically between these
events. The next three columns include tke Universal date
and time of closest approach of Pluto or Charon to the star
and thc geocentric closest approach distimc¢ in arcsec. The
fifth column gives the position angle in dagreas of Pluto or
: I
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FIG. 4. lmas¢ mOtiOn.The rdarsin the overlap resion Ofstcips I Sand 19
were observed llve times. This figure shows for each of the live strips the
deviationofth¢ olmcrvedpositionMc.sch star from the mean of the I_ve
positions of that star for R.A. (a) and De=. (b) as a function of sidereal
time in the sldp. Each observaSon has beenoff'setby I are.seefor clarity.
The dispcrdon of the individual positions I$ comparable to the imag©
mot,oct in Dec. The curves in this 5surecorrespond,from bottom to top,
co strips 18, IBA. 18B, 19, and 19A. Note that there is much more
me, ion in Dec. than in ILA. $e¢ text rot further discusfion.
:/
Charon relative to the star, measured from north through
east, at the time of closest approach. The values tend to clus-
ter near 0'-360" and 180", corresponding to "s" and "n" in
the nomenclature of MKB. Some events occur when the sys-
tcra is moving mostly north-south; these events have posi.
tion angles near 90" and 270', The next three _olumns con-
lain data relating to the quality of the event. The sixth
column is the CCD magnitude of the star, the seventh is the
velocity or' the shadow on the fundamental plane in km/sc¢,
and the eighth is the elongation of the star from the Sun
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FI(;. $. The deviation of out meanposition or each star in the _taJog
used by MI_ from th= ca_os poaitlon of that stariSshown. The three
partsof this figure show (n) 4a vs CC_ magnitude, (b) A8 v= CCD
magnitude,and (c) Aa vs A_. The po_if_na of the fainterstats are !¢_
precise, as exported. The circle in (c) represents theapparent-;z_ofthe
F.anh at 30 AU. The_ filiures show t_ e_ec_ otaom_, but not nIL
syst¢mat[¢¢rr0rs.
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Star ID
PIO
PIO.OI
PI0.02
P10.04
PIO.05
PII
PI2
PI2.01
P12.03
P13
P13.01
P13,02
P13.03
P43.04
Pi3,05
PI3,06
P13.07
P13.08
PI4
Pi4,04
P 14.02
P14.03
P15
PI5.01
P16
P16.01
P16.02
P47
P47.01
P17,02
PI8
PI9
Pi9.01
P19.03
P19.04
P19.05
P19.0_
P19.07
PI9.10
PI9.11
_ I
-- CIosea Appma,_,=-
- Date- UT dist PA'
y_ m d h:m (") {_
1990 0109 23:50 0.38 358
199001 10 19:11 0.51 358
199001 23 04:26 1.14 349
1990 03 11 15:51 0,99 2-'e7
19900529 06:54 0,25 186
199005 31 02:41 0.87 185
1990 06 20 09:47 0.95 3M
199007 31 23:36 1.16 267
1990 08 29 08:46 1.24 221
19900905 14:47 0,37 037
1990 12 31 10:49 0.04 003
4991 05 09 21:16 0.36 013
1991 05 12 06:06 0.85 012
1991 05 28 12:47 0,76 187
1991 06 17 09:52 0,38 177
19910622 10:08 0,98 354
J9910702 09:27 1.08 345
1991 08 30 04:06 1.30 042
199109 15 15:07 0,5_ 212
1991 1229 23:10 0.I0 185
1992 0108 21:48 0,77 181
199201 17 02:20 0.90 177
199201 30 12:40 1,55 347
1992 0205 21:10 0.60 339
4992 0301 16:25 0,36 258
1992 03 18 07:35 0.57 040
19920420 04:25 0,17 049
1992 0521 06:17 0,19 009
I9920607 01:04 0.36 183
19920611 12:40 1.17 001
199209 13 14_8 1,08 213
19920927 19:43 1.16 027
19930| 15 22:52 037 358
1993 0124 1_44 0.20 174
19930201 11:47 1.10 167
1993 03 18 23:51 0.78. 221
1993 04 07 21:08 0,86 0_
1993 04 19 14:47 0,36 199
1993 07 11 15:39 0,22 339
199309.J3 19:22 0.11 033
TABLE 2. Po_ible oecultationsby Pluto,
Sun
angle
12.9 21.2 63
17.8 20.8 64
17.3 15,5 76
15.8 11,6 122
16.3 21.6 153
16.0 21,3 152
44,7 16.5 134
14.9 9.1 96
15.3 18.5 70
14.9 21,4 64
17.3 26.0 52
18.1 23,5 164
18,0 23.5 164
17.9 22.2 156
17.5 18.1 140
16,8 16,7 135
17,4 13.8 126
17.6 I7,7 72
15.4 24.1 57
16,9 27.5 48
16.2 23.8 57
15,4 20.4 65
16.8 44,5 78
17.0 11.8 84
15.5 7,1 108
16.7 12.1 124
17.2 21.4 154
13,0 23.2 162
18.0 20.9 150
11.1. 20.0 147
15.8 22.6 61
15,0 27.7 48
16.9 21,6 62
16.9 47.9 70
14.6 14.3 78
17.0 11.3 122
17.7 17,8 141
16.4 20.7 154
17.4 12.3 122
17.4 21.5 63
,- Star RA.
fe 1950)
15:14:25.431
45:14:29.903
15:15:29,316
15:16:13.761
15:09:27.114
15:09:16.349
15:07:29.806
15:05:52,'728
15:06:46.671
15:07:16.226
15:22:23,252
15:2_,55,798
15:20:40.803
15:18:58.856
15:17:07.464
15:16:43.534
15:16:02.456
15:15:50.917
15:17:03,735
15:31:08,749
15:32:15,843
15:33:03.648
15:34:05.524
15:34:26.950
15:34:59,048
15:34:34,736
15:32:17.049
15:29:06.360
15:27:23.998
15:26:58,?02
I5:25:56,842
15:27:18.119
15:42:03.325
15:42:47.701
15:43:21.715
45:43:53.672
15:42:45.814
15:41:48.020
15:34:08,974
15:34:57.552
-02:06:07,44
.02:06:05,66
-02;04:37.76
-04:44:36.37
.01:06:50.18
-01:06:32.51
.0h06:14,84
-01:21:42.60
.01:42:15,12
-0l:48:20.10
•03:04:19.24
-02:14:05.01
•02: 43:12,75
-02:08:42.04
.02:07:19,16
.02:07:45.78
-02:09:31.80
.02:41:56,90
-02:55:30.68
•04:02:11.71
-04:03:08.46
-04:03:02.34
o04:01:15,67
-03:59:42.43
.03:50:14,60
-03:41:44.84
.03:23:57.10
-03:11:38,98
.03:08:43.44
-03:08:30.53
433:52:58.55
.04:04:48,19
-05:01:02,88
.05:00:22.39
•04:59:01.08
.04:41:23,13
.04:31:00.85
.04:25:03,79
.04:13:11.57
•04:51:Q9,60
. !
East ,f_p Nurnber8
Long
42t 10
-169 10
39 9,10
.178 7,8
i-123 23
-61 3,3
171 2,3
•'7'/ 4,5
117 7
t9 7,8
-31 17o48,18A,18B
43 I1
-91 10,11
151 I0,11
175 10,11
466 10,I 1
166 10,11
"170 14,45
1 16,|`7
146 2S_JA,26,26A
457 250.5A,26o26A
81 25,25A,26,26A
-86 25.25A,26,26A
140 25_.5A.26
-172 23,23A,24A
•56 22,Z2A,23,23A
-42 21,11A
•104 18,18A,18B,19,19A
-40 18,19
140 18,|BA.18B,19,19A
2O 24A,25,25A
•71 25,2$A,26
136 33,34
-49 33,34
-73 32,13
61 30,31
84 29,30
165 28,_
68 26,,27
-50 3!,37
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Star ID
"P19,12
P19,I3
P20
P20.01
P20.02
P20.03
P20,04
I>21
P22
P'22.01
P22.02
P22.03
P22.04
P22.05
P22.07
I'22.08
1>23
P24
P24,01
P25.01
P25.02
P26
P26.03
P27
I'28
P28,01
P28.02
P28.03
1'30
P30,0I
P30.02
P30.03
P30.04
P30.05
P30.06
P30.07
P30.08
P30.09
P31
P32
P32.01
.-. Closest Approach ---
+
- Date - LIT _ PA"
y m d h:m if) f)
19930926 23:06 1,03 207
1993 09 30 21:30 1.18 _.,6
1993 1003 09:14 0.17 205
199401 01 20:31 0.12 184
1994 02 03 10:58 0.66 348
1994 02 04 21:40 1.43 347
1994 04 22 05:48 0,77 018
199405 15 10:50 1.50 0tl
1994 05 18 16:11 i,21 190
1994 05 19 13:30 0.88 009
1994 06 10 07:25 1.33 002
1994 06 17 08:53 0,25 359
1994 06 27 00:56 0.4.9 174
1994 07 15 14:03 1.31 157
1994 08 24 04:2! 0.64 054
19940918 15:27 1,00 211
1995 0I 05 13:59 0,72 183
19950l 08 03:35 0,38 003
199501 13 22:28 0,43 001
1995 04 10 19:42 1.38 023
19950421 11:26 1.48 018
1995 0507 02:04 0,68 193
19950606 17;14 1,29 184
19950614 14:37 0,59 181
19950706 03:24 0.05 169
1995 09 22 04:21 0.47 029
1995 10 03 17:54 0.34 025
19951009 01:46 1,42 023
1996 04 17 03:48 0.39 199
199604 20 16:54 0.58 018
19960505 20:59 0,98 193
1996050g 13:13 1.37 012
19960603 12:18 0.24 184
19960615 21:40 0,02 179
19960622 14:55 0.74 178
1996 06 2"/ 22:21 1.19 355
1996 07 17 23:28 0.62 159
1996 07 23 23:34 0.98 150
1996 07 28 02:43 0,77 322
1996 07 28 08:50 1.49 322
199608 19 13:54 0.56 251
T^aLS 2. (continual)
CCD sky Sun
,.Mag.. v¢l. angle
16.9 26,4 51
16,8 27.7 47
113 28,5 45
17.3 28.0 46
17.0 14.6 77
12.0 13.9 78
17.0 20.7 151
14.4 23.4 165
15,0 23.5 166
16,3 23,5 165
16,5 21.4 153
16.8 20.0 147
16,2 17.5 138
17.5 12.0 121
16.9 12.1 85
17.3 22,2 61
16.3 27,6 47
13,8 26.7 49
16.6 24.5 55
17.1 17,0 138
16.9 19,8 148
15,1 22,6 161
17,6 22.4 158
14,4 21,1 152
15.2 15.7 133
16.7 22.5 60
17.1 26.8 50
17,5 28,5 45
15.6 18.2 143
16.9 19.2 146
17.7 22.2 159
15.0 22.6 161
15.7 23,0 162
16.7 21,3 153
16.5 19.9 147
16.4 1g.5 142
17,0 12,6 124
16.0 10.7 I18
15.7 9.5 114
16.0 9.$ 114
15.8 9.0 93
i
i i
- StarRA- oStKDec.
(B ! 950) (B 1950)
15:36:09,202 -05:01:39,43
15:36:33,994 .05:04:$1.98
15:36:50.514 -05:06:50.88
15:49"29.303 -05:57:17.54
15:52:34,644 -05:56:24.29
15:52:40,024 -05:56:07.61
15:51:01.753 -05:23:59.20
15:48:42,790 -05:14:53,11
15:48:22,264 -05:13:52.54
15:48:16.$60 .05:13:39.45
15:46:00,840 -05:09:47,19
15:45:20.505 -05:09:33.05
15:44:30,544 -05:10:.07.45
15:43:17.248 -05:14:06.92
15:42:52,654 -05:34:00.28
15:44:21,260 -05:52:19,77
15:58;$3,037 -06:53;58,51
15:59:11.335 -06:54:16.77
15:59:50.299 .06:54:40.01
16:01:23.955 -06:28:25.55
16:00:33,476 -06:23:36.79
15:59:04,828 .06:17:16.37
15:55:51.216 -06:09:40,89
15:55:03,778 .06:09:06.21
! 5:53:13.6"/3 -06:10:47.04
15:53:38.845 -06:51:39.79
15:54:45.311 -07:00:15.74
15:55:20,402 -07:04:14.59
16:i 0:16,549 -0"/:23:12.09
16:09:59,243 -07:21:44.16
16.'08:35,171 -07:15:52.73
16.'08:18.967 -07:15:00.44
16:05:34.068 -07:08:41.69
16:04:18,170 -07:07:42,07
16:03:40,038 -07:07:45.98
16:03: I1.999 -07:08:10.51
16:01:47,572 -07:!2:06.17
16:01:30,215 -07:14:02.61
16:01:20.744 .07:15:35.79
16._ i:20.253 -07:! 5:42,32
16:0_1:05.682 .0_:26123.61
1473
Strip Numbers
•1IS 34
-98 34
83 33,34
•172 40,41
.60 40,41
137
.6O
-158
117
156
-133
.162
.53
91
462
6
-75
77
149
105
40,41
37
35,36
34,35
34.35
34.35
54'35
34,35
35
37.38
40
48,48A,49,49A
48,48AA.49A
48,48A,49'49A
44'45
440 44,45
•16 43"44
85 42
|16 42,43
•07 42,43
171 47.48,48A
.42 49A
-165 49A,5O
-20 51,52
139 $1
62 51
176 50,51
163 5O
II 49,49A,5O
105 49'49A,50
-! 1 49,50
.48 50.51
-55 50.51
-107 50.51
160 5t
_2 52 ,,, tL
@
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...
'-r Clos_ AplX_h ..:.
--Dat_- LIT dlst PA'
y m d h:.1 ?') _
199001 09 23:50 0.96 359
199001 10 19:09 0,43 358
199001 23 04:25 1.39 349
1990 0201 08:24 1.00 336
1990 0311 16:04 1.40 227
1990 05 29 06:50 0.60 006
199005 31 02:42 0,75 185
19900620 09:49 0.I7 353
1990 0801 00;09 1.28 267
1990 09 05 14:36 0,25 217
1990 12 31 10:51 0,25 003
1991 05 09 21:12 1.21 013
199105 12 06:12 0.08 012
1991 05 28 12;42 0,12 007
1991 06 17 09:51 0.40 357
1991 07 02 09:26 0.23 345
1991 08 30 03:57 0.86 042
1991 09 IS 15:08 0,33 212
1991 12 29 23:12 0,35 184
199201 08 21:45 0,84 181
199201 30 12:43 1,05 346
19920205 21:18 0,10 338
19920301 17:10 0.43 258
1992 03 18 07:24 1,06 040
19920420 04:29 0,09 019
1992 0521 06:16 0.78 009
19920607 01:01 0,26 183
199206 II 12:44 0,27 000
1992 09 13 14:29 0.80 213
1992 09 27 19:36 0.55 027
1993 01 15 22;53 0.35 358
199301 18 02:34 1.33 177
199301 24 10:45 0,68 354
19930201 11:42 1.20 168
1993 03 19 00;I1 1.15 221
19930407 21:18 0.07 025
1993 04 19 14:54 0.71 199
1993 05 03 23:02 1.34 015
19930623 05:22 1.03 355
1993 07 11 15:40 0,28 158
' " , ,
TASL_3. Potsibleoceuhalions by Chat'on.
12.9 21.2
17.8 20.9
17.3 15.5
16.0 11.7
15.8 11.8
16.3 21.6
16.0 21.3
14,7 16,5
14.9 9.0
14.9 21.4
17.3 26.0
18,1 23.4
18,0 23,5
17.9 22.2
17,5 18,1
17.4 13.8
17.6 17,5
15.4 24.2
16.9 27.5
16,2 23,8
16.8 14.5
17.0 11.8
15,5 7,2
15.7 12.0
17,2 21.3
13.0 23,1
18,0 20.9
17.1 20.0
15,8 22,7
15.0 27,7
16.9 21.5
17.3 20.7
16.9 17.9
1,t.6 14.3
17.0 11.2
17,7 17.8
16.4 20.7
15.9 23,0
16.8 17.8
17.4 12.4
Sun - StarRA-
.angle ._. 1950)
63 15:14:25.431
64 15:14:29.903
76 15:15:29.316
85 15:16:01.157
122 15:16:13.767
153 15:09:27,114
152 15:09:16.349
134 15:07:29,806
96 15.'05:52.728
64 15:07:16,226
52 15:22:23.252
164 15:20:55.798
164 15:20'40.803
156 15:18:58.856
140 15:17:07.464
126 15:16:02.456
72 15:15:50.917
57 15:17:03.735
48 I5:31:08.749
57 15:32:15,843
78 15:34:05,521
84 15:34:26.950
10g 15:34:59.048
124 15:34:34.736
154 15:32:!7,049
162 15:29;06.360
150 15.'27:23,998
147 15:26:58.702
61 15:25:56.842
48 15:27:18,119
62 15:42:03.325
64 15:42:15.347
70 15:42:47.701
78 15'43:21,715
122 15:43:53.672
141 15:42:45,814
151 15:41:48.020
162 15:40:24.916
139 15:35:23.756
122 15:34:08,974
' . . , . . .
• _ _...... '_.,
- Star De¢-
('81950)
-02:06:07.44
-02:06:05,66
-02:04:37.76
-02:02:22.37
-01:44:36,37
-01:06:50.18
-01:06:32.51
4) 1:06:14,84
-01:21:42.60
-01:48:20,10
-03;04:19.24
•.02:14:05.01
-02:13:12.75
.02:08:42.04
-02:07:19.16
•02:09:31.80
-02:41:56.90
.02:55:30.68
-04:02:11.71
-04:03:08,46
-04:01:15,67
-03:59:42.43
-03:50:14.60
-03:41:44.84
-03:23:57. i0
-03:11:38,98
-03:08:43.44
:03:08:30.53
-03:52:58.55
-04:04:48.19
-05:01:02.88
.05:00:54,$2
.05:00:22.39
-04:59;01,08
-04:41:23.13
-04:31:00.85
-04:25:03,79
•04:18:38.98
'-04:09:40.90
-0.4:i3:i7,57
_ ,,,., i. . fi"l v
_t Strip Numbers
121 10
-169 I0
39 9,I0"
•28 9,10
178 7,8
-122 2,3
.62 2,3
ZTO 2_3
.85 4,5
22 7,8
-32 17,18,18A, ISB
44 11
-92 10,11
152 10,11
175 10,] 1
166 10,11
-168 14,15
7 16,17
146 25,25A,26,26A
158 25,25A,26,26A
-86 25,25A,26,26A
138 25,25A.26
175 23,23A,24A
.54 22,22A,23,23A
-43 21.21A
-101 18,18A.18B,19,19A
.39 18,19
140 18,18A,18B,19,I9A
20 24A,25,25A
-69 25,25A,26
136 33,34
78 34
-50 $3,34
-71 32,33
56 30,31
79 _9,30
163 28,29
27 ZT.27A,28,28X
-I 18 _,6A,27
68 26.27
L'T'd A_OJ_A_i3SflO q'131¢0-I _:T,I_ 96, 6_ _-IId
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C19.11
C20
C20.01
C20.02
C20.04
C20,05
_20.06
C21
C22
C22.01
_2.03
C22.04
_22,05
C22.06
C22,07
_2.08
C23
C24
C24.01
C25.01
C26
C26.01
C26,02
026.03
C_7
C28
C28.01
ff28.02
ff28.03
C30
C30.0I
C30.04
C30.05
C30,06
C30,07
C30,08
C30.09
C31
C32
C32,0[
TABLF.3. (¢onlim_d)
--- Closest APl_,oach ---
- Date- UT d_l PAo
y m d h,_m C)
1993 09 13 19:13 0,30 213
1993 1003 09:07 0.83 205
199401 Ol 20:31 0.80 184
1994 02 03 11:04 0,52 347
1994 04 22 05:40 1.37 018
1994 05 04 14:47 1.15 194
1994 05 05 21:19 1.23 194
199405 15 10:55 0,62 011
1994 05 18 16:08 0.33 190
1994 05 19 13:3I 1.33 009
19940610 07:26 031 002
19940617 08:51 0.13 179
19940627 00:59 0.19 173
19940715 14:10 0.62 156
19940721 07:55 0.92 147
19940824 04:LL 0.69 054
1994 09 18 15:22 1,03 211
1995 01 05 13:54 1.18 184
199501 08 03:41 0.34 002
199501 13 22:30 0.07 181
19950410 19:48 1.46 022
1995 0507 02:11 1,21 193
19950.511 00;23 1.46 192
1995 05 17 16:16 0.78 190
19950606 17:15 029 183
1995 06 14 14;42 1.31 181
1995 07 06 03:19 0.08 350
19950922 04:31 1,16 029
1995 1003 17:59 0.45 024
1995 10 09 01;44 0.84 023
1996 04 17 03:55 1,19 199
1996 04 20 16:51 1,29 018
19960603 12:14 0.62 005
1996 06 15 21:35 0.73 001
1996 06 22 14:51 0.14 358
1996 06 27 22:i5 1.42 356
1996 07 17 23:29 0.24 340
1996 07 23 23:34 0.29 151
1996 07 28 02:27 0.04 143
1996 07 28 08:32 0.76 322
1996 08 19 14:29 0.38 250
z ................ .
CCD sky Sun
Ma_. vcl, angle
17,4 21.6 63
11,7 28.5 45
17,3 27,9 46
17.0 14_5 77
17,0 20.7 151
13.5 22.7 161
17.1 22.8 161
14.4 23.5 165
15.0 23,4 166
16.3 23.4 165
16,5 21.5 153
16,8 20,0 147
16.2 17,5 138
17,5 12,0 121
16,5 10,3 116
16.9 12,3 85
17.3 22.4 61
16.3 27.6 47
13.8 26.7 49
16,6 24.4 55
17.1 16,8 138
15,1 22.6 161
12,6 23,0 163
17.1 23,3 166
17,6 22,3 158
14.4 21,1 152
15,2 15.7 133
16.7 22.5 60
17,1 26.7 50
17.5 28.4 45
15,6 18.3 143
16,9 19.1 146
15.7 22.9 162
16.7 21.2 153
16,5 19.8 147
16.4 18.6 142
17.0 12.$ 124
16.0 10.6 i18
15.7 9.6 114
16.0 9.5 114
15.8 9_ 93
- StarRA. • Star Da¢.
_19501 _ 19_K_ ,
15:34:57,552 -.04:51:09.60
15:36:50.514 -05:06:5O.88
15:49:29.303 -05:57:17.54
15:52:34.644 -05:56:24.29
15:51:01.753 -05;23;59.20
15:49:50,462 -05:18:40.61
15:49:42.714 -05:18:10.54
15:48:42,790 -05:14:53.11
15:48:22,264 -05:13:52.54
15:48:16,560 -05:13:39.45
15:46:00,840 -05:09:47.19
15:45:20.505 -05:09:33.05
15:44:30._4 ,05:10:07.45
15:43:17.248 ,.05:14:06.92
15:43:0 L.816 -05:16:05,72
15:42:52,654 -05:34:00,28
15:44:21,260 -05:52:19,77
15:58:53,037 -06:53:58.51
15:59:11,335 -06:54:16.77
15:59:50,299 -_$4:40,01
16:01:23,955 .0_:28:25.55
15:59:04,828 436:17:16.37
15:58:40.625 -06:15:52.28
15:57:58,604 -_:13:47,41
15:55:51,216 -06:09:40.89
15:55:03.778 -06:09:06.21
15:53:13.673 .06:10:47,04
15:53:38,845 -06:51:39.79
15:54:45,311 -07:(_: 15,74
15:55:20.402 -07;04:14.59
16:10:16.549 -07:23:12.09
16:09:59,243 .07:21:44.16
16:05:34.068 -07:08:41.69
16:04:18,170 -07:07:42,07
16:03:40.038 -07:07:45.98
16:03:11.999 -07:08:10.51
16:01:47,572 .07:12:06,17
16:01:30.215 -07:14:02.61
16:01:20.744 -07:15:35,79
16._ 1:20.2.53 -07:15;42,32
!_:01:05.682 -07:26:23,_61
1_l.st
I.oo_
.47
84
-172
.61
-57
152
53
-160
118
156
-i33
-162
°54
89
177
-159
7
-74
76
148
104.
-18
4
120
84
115
..95
169
-43
.164
-22
139
165
12
106
3132
33,34
40,41
40,41
37
35.36
35
35,36
34,35
34,35
34,35
34,35
34.35
35
35,36
37,38
40
48,48A,49,49A
48,48A,49,49A
48,48A,49,49A
44,45
43,44
43,44
42,43
42
42,43
42,43
47,48,48A
49A
49A,5O
5U2
51
5O
49,49A,50
_,9,49A,5O
-9 49_0
-48 50,51
•55 50,51
• 103 50,51
165 51
54 52
I
0
_T'd A_OIUA_3_O 773N07 L4U6,E:TT 96, 6T 91-_
DeG 31,1cJ90 10:.49 U(p/09,1991 21:t6 u_/ 124591 05:07 Uoy 26,1_)91 12:47 Jun 17,ln_ 09:52 _vn 23.1_J1 lOJ_
Pl3.O_ C|3.07 13.00 013 04 Pt4.Ol CI4_)| PS4.02 ¢14.02 PI4 03
JuJ 02,|gt 09".20 Aug 30_1g'31 04:04 Sep |_,lggl IS:08 _ 29,1991 23;il don 00,1992 21:49 don 17,1992 02:20
IS Cl_ PIS.QI ¢1S,0_ Pl_ ¢;6 P$6.01 C16.0| PI6.02 ¢19.02 PIT CI?
JOn 30.1992 |2;40 Ft_ OS.19g2 21;11 tdot 01,1992 16".26 I_,_" 18.1_92 07;36 _ 20.19112 04".2._ Uoy 21,191t2 06|17
J_,n 07.1992 0t.'04 JuR 11,19t;9 12;,l,I 5ep 13,1992 14:29 S_p 27.1992 19:45 _ If),1993 22:$2 4_ 19.199_ 02:)4
P 9.05 ¢I]LO.'J I}.04 ¢19.04 PlO,0S Ct9,05 . . IS). CI9.07 ,
don 24.199_1 t_tS re_ 01.1993 11:_7 M4r _6,1993 23:S1 _p¢ 01,1_93 _1,_ k_pr 11).I_i)3 14;48 k_o)_03.1993 23:02
CI9.09 PI_.IO ¢19.10 PI.lt Crl).l! PI9.t2 PI9.13 1:)20 C20
Jun 23,1g/13 05-.2.1 .kd 11,1993 15:39 5ep 13, S093 19:22 54p 26.1993 _.1:07 Sip 3Q,|g_ 21;.30 Oct 03,1995 09:14
FIG, 6. Each fz'ame in th_sfJsure shows l_c Earth _ seen/'tom the direction ofPImo al Ihe approximal¢ t|m_ o/the oc©ultal_on o.rlhc JndJcal¢l;I
St,l;" by PlulO or C'hnron. The shaded re_Jon _sthat pert ot'the Earlh where the S_n is more :hen 12"below the horizon, The sub.PIuio point is in
the o.nter_eaeh globe..
_ P22.01 ¢22.01 . . ¢22.04
_y IS,lgg4 |0",,_1 _ tQ.Igg4 16;12 tloy Ig,1994 )3:3! J_ IO.ISHN 0?'25 J_, 17.1_4 08=&4 d_n 27.1994 _:$6
Jul 1_,1994 14:05 dul 2|,1994 07:_5 Aug 24,|_4 04".21 54p tS, l_g4 16"27 _k;n 06,1H5 |3.*_g _ 06,|ggs 05|,50
J_ 08,|99$ 17;IS Jwt 14,|g9S 14:.,_ Jr| OG**IM5 03".25 .,_p ,?.2,1gg6 04:._. 0_| 0_10g_ IT:_S 0¢1 0g,|99S 01;47O O Q O
P3O ¢30 I)30,0t C30.01 P,_.D2 P_.Q3 • . P30.O_J C3O.0_
_r tT.|gg6 03:48 Ap_ 20,;s)g4 16,,_,_ Idc_yO'_,fgg6 20:$11 ILoy 08._gg6 |_5:;4 4_n 03.1gg_ 12:19 d_t |S,lgg6 2|:40
J_v_ 27_1gS)$ 2221 J_ I?,;i_g4 2329 J dul 26.19tl6 0,2,44" J_ _8.19g_ 06S0:
P:i2.0! C32,0_
• @
F_G. 6. (continued)
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O
meastired in degrees, The next two columns are the 131950.0
coordinate, of the star, Note that the declination is essential-
ly the sub-Pluto latitude on the Earth for that event, This,
taken with the next column, the sub-Pluto east longitude in
de$ree,, helps define the area of observability on the Earth.
Figure 6 shows the region ofobservability for each star. The
last column lists the strips on which each candidate star ap-
peared. This is useful for comparing with Table 1 to see what
the observing conditions were for each strip the candidate
appears on,
The event velocity (column ?) is included to allow the
S/N ratio of the event to be estimated by means of Fig. 7,
Generally it is best to use as short an integration time as is
practical, unless one must pay a noise penalty, Maximum
integration times for a Pluto event with a velocity v km/s
would be20/v stoobtainthreedatapointsperscaleheight,
high in the atmosphere, This is the minimum sampling re-
quired to obtain a reliable value for the scale height of an
isothermal atmosphere (French eta/. 1978),The integration
times should be shorter to properly characterize the "kink"
in the lightcurve. For Charon events, the integration times
should be significantly shorter than 40/v s if one is to resolve
the issue era possible Charon atmosphere (Elliot & Young
1991 ). Since the major source of noise throughout the range
of Fig. 7 is shot noise from the occulted star and the Pluto-
Charon system, the S/N ratio for a given spatial resolution
will be proportional to l/f_.
To aid in identification of these rather faint candidate
stars, we have provided finder charts in Fi 8. 8, Each finder
chart is taken directly from our flattened CCD strip scans,
scaled as needed to allow the faint stars to appear clearly,
toed
i1:
100
t0
Pluto Occultation S/N Ratios
" 7-
I
1 __.....a-__.._
12 ' 13
J_ 0,9-m ,._N
...... ___-- &m 8IN
_. _- 4.m _N
'''' ' _'i"
_ ; bq o 'l , .
..... : _.. ..... _ _.12 .......
14 IS 16 17 18
Open CCD Magnitude
FIG.7. S/N raise vaopen CCD magnitude.The curvesin this figure
show the expected$/N ratioOfan ocfuha,onobservationusln$a
CCD cameraatIs timercso|ution,Thecurvescorrespond,fromtop
to bottom,to observationslutinganB,4. 2,0.9, or0.._6m telescope.
(The Kolper All'borneObservatoryhas a0.9 m telescope; the com-
monly ut,ed 14 in. Schmidt-.C_kscBrainportable telescopes are 0.36
m.) The eventvelocitywas a_um_ to be20km/s and the combined
R maf,nitude of Pluto and Chtron was assumedto be 14.The CCD
respofumwas approximatedas havinll a central wavelcnBthof 0.65
pro, a bandwidth of 0.4 ,urn,a quantum¢.fli_ien_yof 40% and I0
electron readnoise. It wtt tMftherassumed that 80%of the light fell
within9 CCD pix¢lb,each I arcsee square,
i.
The events found include all the events of MKB except
P25, and about twice as many additional events, The P25
image was reexamined by Arnold Klemola, who found it to
be stellar in appearance, but who also found that the star did
not appear on the Palomar Obeervatory Sky Survey. We also
found an unusually large difference between our d_lination
and MKB's for the star Pl$. We found this star to be about
0.7 mag fainter than the typical limit for MKB's stars. Ar-
nold Klemola kindly reexamined the image of this star on
the original plate as well and found it to be a very weak
image, We believe that our position for Pl$ is the more reli-
able of the two.
The brightest stars in our list are those involved in the
events PI0/CI0, P!7/C17, P20/C20, P20.030 C20.05,
P24/C24, and C26.01. Those events with a sky plane value.
ity less than l0 km/s are P12,01, C12.02, P16/CI6,
P31/C31, P32/C32, and P32.01/C3g.01. A number of
events have nearly the same miss distance for both Pluto and
Charon, indicating that it is likely that either both events will
be observable or that neither one will be. These events are of
particular interest because they would provide a much more
precise value for the semimajor axis of Charon's orbit if they
were well observed,The stars that are occulted when the ap-
parent separation between Pluto and Charon is less than 0.2
aresec are: 10.01, !1, 14.02, 16, 16.02, 17.01, 19.04, 20.02,
22.07, 22.08, 24, 25.01, 28, 28.02, and 32.01.
The fact that we have used a new method allowing obser-
vation of fainter stars than conventional photographic
searches implies that the conventional means for relining the
astrometry and producing a prediction may need improve-
ment. Benedict et al. (1991) find that they can achieve a
positional precision ofO.04 area_ for 17th magnitude stats
with their CCD/Transit Instrument, a strip.scanning CCD
camera using a V filter with 1,55 arosee pixels mounted on a
1,8 m telescope on Kits Peak pointing close to the zenith.
This indicates that a method similar to that presented in this
paper--practiced at a better site and with a telescope orient-
er focal length_would be sufficiently eu_curste to provide
the needed improvement, Alternatively, astrometry with
Hubble Space Telescope images may provide the needed re-
finement in the event predictions.
' 6.CONCLUSIONS
We have carri_ out a search for stars that will be occulted
by Pluto or Charon over the period 1990-199$, and includ-
ing much of 1996. The search was made using a CCD camera
in a scanning mode, and reached a magnitude limit of ap-
proximately R = 17,5. The S/N ratio for a I s integration of
these events would be greater than 20 for tke Keok telescope,
and greater than 8 for a 4 m telescope. "Ibis signal-to-noise
would be more than adequate to accomplish some of our
goals, such as identifying substantialcha=ges in Pluto's at.
mospheric structure as its heliocentric dlsttnce changes, and
perhaps resolving the haze-layer issue. All the events identi-
fied by MKB for this period were found with the exception of
P25, which also does not appear on the Palomar Sky Survey.
About twice as many additional candidate events were
found. The astrometri¢ accuracy is suffk:ieat to make a
"short list" of promising candidates, but further astrometry
will be required to identify the events that actually will be
observable and to refine the predictions.
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